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Since their founding in 1919, the Chicago Bears have carried the hearts and souls of football

fans throughout the country. Now supporters of one of the NFL’s most storied franchises will go

into the locker room and onto the turf with over twenty Bears legends in Game of My Life

Chicago Bears. In this newly revised edition, sportswriter Lew Freedman opens the doors to

players’ private remembrances of how it was and how they reacted to the spotlight. Big

touchdowns, career-making moments, and championship glory shared all come to the surface

for Bears of the past half-century. Readers will hear tales from Hall of Famers such as Dick

Butkus, Gale Sayers, Mike Singletary, Stan Jones, and so many more. Within these pages,

Chicago gridiron greats offer glimpses of the National Football League in the 1950s, the 1960s,

and right up through present-day play. More than sixty years of Bears experience is

represented in this collection of tales told by the men who lived through some of the most

memorable moments in franchise history.

About the AuthorLew Freedman is one of today’s most prolific sportswriters. The author of over

twenty-five books and the recipient of over 200 journalistic awards, Freedman has covered

almost every major sport from baseball to Alaskan dog-sled racing. He lives in Bolingbrook,

Illinois. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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franchise of the National Football League, the Chicago Bears are the brainchild of George

Halas, who nurtured and supervised the team from the earliest days of professional

football.The Bears are proud possessors of one of the most glorious team histories in the

sport, a team that has won more championships (nine) than any other and put more men (26)

into the Hall of Fame in Canton, Ohio, than any other.Halas presided over his Bears as player,

head coach, general manager, president and owner for 63 years. His influence contributed

greatly to making professional football what it is today—the most popular team sport in

America. Whenever football discussions turn to all-time greats and all-time important figures in

the game, Halas' is often the first name mentioned.Over time, the fortunate Bears enjoyed

listing some of the most fantastic and memorable players of all-time on their rosters. Red

Grange, Bronko Nagurski, Sid Luckman, some of the most famous pro players in history,

graced the Bears' gridiron. They are long gone, but many of the players who followed, who

played for Halas, who adopted the Bears way, and who injected talents and experiences into

Bears lore, made terrific memories for the fans and for themselves.Time has a way of stealing

past us, then accelerating into the distance, dimming achievements. But many Bears stalwarts

of the past, who contributed to the 1963 championship victory and the 1985 Super Bowl team—



who contributed to the legend of the Bears—take pleasure in recounting their greatest game,

their favorite game, their best game.For some, a game had special meaning because it was

their first chance to contribute to the team in their professional career. For others it was a not-to-

be repeated individual performance. For others still, the game helped propel their team onward

to greatness that season. And for a few it was the thrill of championship-game participation and

victory itself.Different players remember different events in their own way and review the stories

in their own minds from a unique perspective. Some were reluctant to toot their own horn and

boast about their own sterling day. They wanted to stick to talking about team

achievement.Intriguingly many players whose careers overlapped with the late Hall of Fame

running back Walter Payton, who played for the Bears between 1975 and 1987 after emerging

from Jackson State of Mississippi, found themselves talking about his ability, his personality,

his all-around football talent, and specific performances. Unfortunately, Payton, who died in

1999 of liver disease, can't speak for himself, so these reminiscences from teammates must

stand as testimony to his skill and character. Their words make it clear that they all admired

him.The career of a professional football player is generally brief, the lifespan of a player with a

single team often shorter. However, in communities where the sport's tradition is greatest, in

places like Chicago, those who saw the players play, those who collected their bubblegum

cards, those who consider watching pro football and “Da Bears” as much a part of their

organized religion as attending church on Sundays, never forget.The 28 players who tell the

stories of their greatest games and greatest memories, from showdowns with the chief rival,

the Green Bay Packers, to the 1963 and 1985 title teams, represent a half-century of Bears

history. Being a member of the Chicago Bears was a highlight of their lives. The same might be

said for those who watched them, cheered them on, rooted for them to win. The players made

names for themselves in Chicago, and Chicago still recalls them fondly.—Lew FreedmanGAME

OFMY LIFEBEARS1DICK BUTKUSMud on the pants, grass stains on the jersey, stubble on

the chin, and blood on the nose—even those who never saw Dick Butkus play live carry an

image of him in their heads as the most ferocious defensive player who ever terrorized a

National Football League opponent. His reputation for toughness, for Mack truck hits, for

spilling the guts of enemy running backs, has grown to mythic status. As much as Babe Ruth's

stature as home-run hitter has been enhanced by the passage of time, Butkus' stature as the

meanest, roughest, most feared linebacker of his generation grows the older he gets.It has

been more than 30 years since Dick Butkus roamed the turf of Wrigley Field and Soldier Field

as a magnificent specimen of football defender, a pure havoc wreaker with both strength and

speed encapsulated in his 6-foot-3, 245-pound body. But although his career was only nine

seasons long and he never played on one of the Bears' nine championship teams, he

somehow symbolizes the franchise. Over time, the essence of being a Bear has been distilled

to the middle linebacker position. Bill George, Dick Butkus, Mike Singletary, and Brian Urlacher

are the quartet of super players who cemented themselves in the role over a 50-year span.

From the mid-1950s to the present day, with only minimal interruption, the Bears' favorite son

defensive star has been a middle linebacker who could match skills with anyone in the league

and regularly was selected for all-star teams.Each of the four was recognized for his special

talents, his leadership, his way of separating foes from their helmets. Yet it seems to many that

Butkus hit harder, disrupted teams more, made others tremble more. Other players circled him

warily. One day, they were sure, Butkus would hit a runner so hard he would rupture

something, kill the man on the field. Yes, they thought, fitting for a Chicago Bear, the man really

did have the power of a grizzly.Brian Urlacher, the present-day holder of the esteemed middle

linebacker position in the Bears' lineup, grew up in New Mexico and said he didn't know



anything about the Bears when the team drafted him in 1999. Check that—he was aware of

one aspect of Bears history.“I knew Butkus,” he said.Not personally, mind you. He meant by

reputation. Yes, even long after Butkus' retirement, word of his prowess was still spreading to

the desert Southwest.Paul Hornung, the Green Bay Packers Hall of Fame halfback, was

reminiscing in the Chicago Tribune during the 2005 football season and recalled his first and

enduring impression of Butkus when the teams played for the first time during Butkus' rookie

year in 1965.Hornung said head coach Vince Lombardi underestimated Butkus, telling

Hornung and his fullback companion, Jim Taylor, another all-time great, that they would have

an easy time running their trademark sweep on offense.“Butkus made 27 unassisted tackles,”

Hornung said. “And Vince apologized saying, ‘This guy must be special.' Of course he did turn

out to be special. Butkus was the best. He was mean and ornery.”Richard Marvin Butkus was

born in Chicago on December 9, 1942. He attended Chicago Vocational High School and the

University of Illinois. He was a first-round draft pick of the Bears in 1965 and later that year

intercepted five passes for his new team. Butkus recovered 25 fumbles in his career (he either

hit runners soThe hardnosed Dick Butkus, who came out of the University of Illinois to star as a

middle linebacker for the Bears, is regarded as one of the most ferocious defensive players of

all time. Butkus took up acting after retiring from football.Photo by Diamond Images/Getty

Imageshard they bobbled, or he scared them into dropping the pigskin) and was selected all-

NFL seven times. The Bears retired his No. 51 jersey, and Butkus was elected to the football

Hall of Fame in Canton, Ohio, in 1979.Butkus' NFL career lasted nine seasons, all in the

middle of the Bears defense, but it was cut short by a knee injury, surgery, and subsequent

infection. It was a career sadly too short for a legend, and it ended unfortunately. Butkus sued

the Bears and doctors for poor medical treatment and received a settlement in 1976. He was

estranged from the team for many years.After his football career ended in 1973, Butkus worked

in Hollywood. He did movie and TV work, even appeared on Wheel of Fortune, winning nearly

$30,000. Butkus was a key figure in the Miller Brewing Company's ads featuring famous sports

figures in mini-skits promoting the beer. When the Sylvester Stallone boxing character in the

movie Rocky named his bulldog “Butkus,” somehow it seemed appropriate.During the fall of

2005 Butkus participated in the making of a reality TV show following the trials of a high school

football team in Pennsylvania. Butkus served as the team's coach. He co-authored a 1997

autobiography with writer Pat Smith entitled, Butkus Flesh and Blood: How I Played The Game.

Butkus lives in Malibu, California, where he also has an insurance company.Although Butkus

visits Chicago frequently, he does not attend Bears games.“I just watch them on TV,” Butkus

said.True to his nature, Butkus worked to stay in top physical shape and occasionally

challenged himself with dramatic endurance efforts. One of those exploits harkened back to

one of the two games Butkus selected as among the most memorable in his playing career. In

the other he played a rare offensive role.October 24, 1971Briggs (Tiger) Stadium Chicago

Bears 28 - Detroit Lions 23By Dick ButkusIt was late in the game. Joe Schmidt was their

middle linebacker, and there was always a kind of rivalry going between us because he was a

very good player. My dealings were with their center, Ed Flanagan, for most of the game. But

time was running out, we were winning, and they were throwing desperation passes, trying to

hit long ones.So I was back in pass coverage on one particular play, and I saw this Chuck

Hughes (the Lions' 28-year-old wide receiver who was 5-foot-11, 175 pounds) walking back to

the huddle. He was deep in our area, like 10 or 15 yards past the line of scrimmage. I could

see the color in his face wasn't good. And then he did just a BOOM. He fell right on the

ground.In Detroit, like in Wrigley Field, both benches were on the same sidelines. Our doctor

and their doctor were on the same side, and I just started signaling for our doctor to come out



there. I don't know if I was the first guy who spotted what was wrong because of the pass

pattern or whatever. The ball was overthrown—Greg Landry was the quarterback—and

Hughes started coming back to their huddle. The way he looked just caught my eye, and then

he dropped over.The doctors were out there and everything and they didn't know quite what it

was. But he died. Later, they claimed Hughes had a circulatory system of a 60-something-year-

old man. I was near the play, but I didn't hit him or tackle him on it or anything. But when a

photograph came out of the doctors running onto the field, I was kind of like standing, looking

down at him from a distance. But the angle of this picture that appeared in the paper the next

day made it seem like I was closer. Well, somebody sent me a copy of the picture and wrote on

it, “Now you did it. You finally did it.” Like I finally killed somebody. I remember going back to

Detroit for the funeral.I've had different games to remember, but that was so weird. I had

always said that I loved football so much that I wouldn't mind dying on the field, but that made

me think.About three years ago in the summer I was in Las Vegas doing some insurance

business, and I had been talking to some people in casinos. Well, I had always wanted to go to

Death Valley on the hottest day of the year and work out. I drove there and stayed at Furnace

Creek. I was eating, and I asked the waitress, “What's the hottest time of the day?” She said,

“Around three o'clock.”So the next morning I swam in the pool, then I went over to the golf

course. They were shutting it down around mid-day I was the last guy on. My feet were

bothering me, so I played in my socks. By the 18th green, my feet were burning. I had to run

across the blacktop. It was like I was running on hot coals.It was like 127 degrees or

something. I went to put my shoes on and my feet were burning, and I looked and my socks

had worn through on the bottom. They were tucked around the toes. I had a black car, and I

damned near burned my hand trying to open up the trunk so I could put the clubs in.I went

back to the room, swam some more, and at three o'clock, I went out to take a hike. I brought a

little bottle of water, and when I got outside it was windy. It was like standing in front of steel

mills, for crying out loud, burning up. I hiked up and down and all over and swam again.I drove

home to California, and the next day I had a physical and tests scheduled. My lungs are fine,

my spleen, my kidneys, everything, and then they turn the monitor off and a cardiologist comes

in. They flick a screen on and there's five big blotches on the picture and I'm like, “Oh, shit.

What's that?” Those are blockages, I was told. I went and did the stress test and they said I

flunked it. After that was all over I told the doctor what I did on the weekend.The doctors said

they had to do an angiogram, and they made me fill out papers that gave them permission to

open me up if they found something. I had to come back the next day. Driving home I'm

thinking about this, and I thought I was on Candid Camera. I said, “It's okay, boys, you've gone

far enough now.” I went home. I had no symptoms. The next morning I started packing some

stuff. My wife said she thought I was just going in for a test. I said I had a bad, bad feeling.

Something's up. I was preparing to be in there for surgery.You're supposed to watch yourself

when you're on the table. I remember getting prepped, and the next thing I know I have

goddamned hoses all over me. They did a five-way bypass. I was shocked. Afterwards, I said,

“What the hell happened?” The doctor said, “I think you were about three to five, maybe six

months from a heart attack. You had one foot in the grave and one on a banana peel.”I said,

“You're s- - - -ing me.” He said, “Nope, it would have been a massive one, and it would have

been over.”I was very lucky.***Butkus avoided a heart attack because of the coincidental timing

of his medical tests. He thought back to Chuck Hughes, who was running a pass pattern one

minute and died on a football field the next without even taking a hit—without any type of a

warning.Because of his experience watching Hughes collapse and die on the field and his own

no-warning surgery that probably saved his life, Butkus arranged for his own cardiologist to



administer tests to the high school players in Pennsylvania involved with his reality TV show.

The doctor flagged four of the teenagers as showing signs of something out of the

ordinary.“Nothing really serious,” Butkus said. “But their parents were contacted and notified

that somewhere down the line they should just pay attention to this.”Butkus had no damage to

his system because he never had the heart attack. He just got some new pipes, as he put it.

He was even planning a return to Death Valley for a little more hot-weather recreation.“I can't

run with my knee,” Butkus said. “But I'll either ride a bike or do something there. It's kind of neat

to go there when it's hot like that.”It's even better when you live to tell about it.November 14,

1971SOLDIER FIELD CHICAGO BEARS 16 - WASHINGTON REDSKINS 15By Dick

ButkusOne reason the game was so memorable was because George Allen was coaching the

Redskins, and back during the war with the American Football League, he was the guy who

was supposed to keep me busy and keep me from going to the AFL. So I got to know George

fairly well. We would have lunch every Friday. When he left the Bears as defensive coach and

went to the Los Angeles Rams as head coach he tried to trade for me. He was going to trade

all of his draft choices for me, but George Halas would never do it.We played the Redskins late

in the year, and they had to win some games to get into the playoffs. We tied the score with like

a minute or two minutes left in the game. I was a blocking back when we scored. All we'd had

to do was kick an extra point and hold them for a minute, and we win. Our quarterback, Bobby

Douglass, was the holder for kicker Mac Percival, only the snap went over Douglass' head.

Earlier in the game, I had been kicked or hit in the eye and my eye started swelling, so I

couldn't see very well. I'm waiting for the kick, and I didn't hear nothing like cheering. I turned

around, and I saw Douglass running around back there. Douglass picked the loose ball up and

scrambled, going back to the 30- or 40-yard line.I was the left up back, and I drifted into the

end zone. He threw it to me for the exra point. My eye was shut and my depth perception was

off, so when the ball came, I jumped and caught it around my waist. When I looked at the film, I

went, “Oh, s—.” I didn't have to jump. It was right there, you know? I couldn't see the ball. If I

would have dropped that, oh man. Then we held them and beat George Allen and the

Redskins. They won enough games to make the playoffs, anyway.***In the Bears' final statistics

for the 1971 season, fans can find Butkus' name near the top of the interceptions list with four,

at the top of the tackles list with 117, and at the bottom of the scoring list. That was before the

NFL adopted the two-point coversion for runs or pass plays, so Butkus' catch went into the

books as a single point—in need of a double asterisk explaining the throw from Douglass. All of

those defensive guys always want to get in on the offense.The pivotal play that made Butkus'

other game of his life so memorable was not highlighted by frivolity. The key moment revolved

around a tragedy, and what happened on the field that day returned almost as a flashback to

Butkus years later when he confronted his own mortality.2HARLONHILLThe world Harlon Hill

inhabited as a youngster had more in common with Huck Finn than George Halas. Pro football

was almost as alien a sport as curling. In the small Alabama town where Hill grew up, of

course, people did know the rules of the game, and they rooted with all of their hearts for the

Crimson Tide. But in the days before cable TV, the Internet, and even national network

television, pro football was more rumor than regular viewing diet in the rural south.Hill, who

was born on May 4, 1932, was a tremendous athlete at Lauderdale County High in Rogersville,

Alabama, but unlike the high school stars of today, he did not aspire to become a professional.

In fact, he said, he barely knew pro football existed and cheered for no particular team because

he was exposed to no team.There was no doubt that George Halas knew more about Harlon

Hill than Hill knew about George Halas when they first had contact. Hill had stayed at home to

play college football, attending Florence State Teachers College, where he was a four-year



letterman and captain of the squad his junior and senior seasons.More recently, the school has

been known as North Alabama and had divine success at the small college level, winning

several national championships. Even today, however, it's hard to make the claim that the

school has ever produced a better football player than Hill. In the 1950s college football was

not divided into so many divisions (I-A, II, III, NAIA) as it is today. There were big schools, and

there were small schools. That's all.In the 2000s, and for some time, football, baseball, and

basketball have employed sophisticated scouting systems to ferret out talent in any small town,

at any small college, in any out-of-the-way place. But half a century ago that was not true. A

true diamond in the rough could be discovered and hidden exclusively by a traveling baseball

scout. A football or basketball star might be spotted by one team and be unknown to another. It

was easy for those who did not appear in newsreels, in big-city newspapers, or in major bowl

games to be overlooked and bypassed. Halas himself relied on a network of former players

and coaching friends to tip him off when a player of special ability materialized on the scene in

unlikely quarters. They did not send videotape. They called him on the phone and talked up

their find. Halas often made draft picks on their say-so.Hill fit that description. Hill was such a

fine college player, even at his off-the-main-highway school, that he was invited to compete in

the Blue-Gray All-Star game at Christmas 1953. It helped that Hill was an Alabama fixture

since the game was played in Montgomery.Until that practice week Hill had never given the first

thought to a career playing pro football. He intended to become a teacher and a coach. One of

the Blue-Gray game assistant coaches passed on information about Hill to Halas, and Halas

made his acquaintance with Hill through the telephone. It was not uncommon to draft players

sight unseen, but there was always the chance another team would take a flyer on Hill, too, so

being in the know was helpful.Still, Halas must have been pretty sure that Hill's small-school

background would keep him off the radar screens of other NFL teams because Papa Bear did

not choose Hill until the 15th round of the 1954 draft—a draft that had 30 rounds. That was in

the days whenHarlon Hill was a little-known wide receiver from little-known Florence State

Teachers College in Alabama when Bears founder George Halas drafted him on a tip about the

lanky player's abilities. Hill averaged a remarkable 25 yards per catch his rookie year.© Brace

PhotoNFL rosters only listed 33 players during the regular season. Spending a draft pick was

less a vote of confidence in Hill than the offer of an opportunity to register at training

camp.There has never been a time when NFL teams selected a player so low expecting him to

evolve into a marquee player. Heck, most of the time when teams selected at the lower

numbers in the draft they were throwing darts. They were hoping for a gem, but counting on

receiving nothing but a practice player who would be cut prior to the season. Sometimes they

might draft kids as favors to certain coaches, or if they were sons of friends. With a 30-man

draft there was little cost to earning a bit of goodwill. Stepping back from that charade, these

days even with 53-man rosters, the NFL draft only lasts seven rounds. If a college player is not

selected by then he is a free agent.What set Hill apart from bottom-of-the-list draftees and

made him a keeper were his physical attributes. At a time when receivers were not large, he

stood 6 feet 3 inches, and weighed 199 pounds. He also had a sprinter's speed and a very long

stride. It turned out that after Hill got his hands on a pass, he could run like a deer during

shotgun season. He had the special capability of making cuts, staying on his feet, and gaining

huge numbers of yards after the catch.Not only did Hill defy the odds and make the Bears

roster, he became a starter; and as a rookie he grabbed 45 passes for 1,124 yards and 12

touchdowns. His per-catch average was an astounding 25.0 yards a grab, still the Bears single-

season record. Hill was chosen NFL rookie of the year that season and made All-Pro for the

first of three straight seasons. In 1955, he was also the NFL's most valuable player. Hill, the



man from the nowhere, small-town south, made Halas look like a genius.Hill had no idea what

to expect from training camp, in practice, or in game preparation. He just took what came,

good, bad, or indifferent, and tried to fit into a new environment and produce. Hill was told that

Halas didn't have much faith in rookies, but Halas started him right away. What made Hill

successful was an ability to score lots of touchdowns at the highest level of the game.Hill

played with the Bears from 1954 through 1961. Then he spent three more years in the league

with the Pittsburgh Steelers and Detroit Lions. For his career, he nabbed 233 passes, good for

40 touchdowns, and a first-rate per-catch average of 20.2.Hill proved early on that he had a

knack for putting six-pointers on the scoreboard, and he made his mark in the game of his life

right away by winning a game with a 66-yard catch with 30 seconds remaining.October 31,

1954KEZAR STADIUM CHICAGO BEARS 31 - SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS 27By Harlon HillMy

rookie year I caught a career-high four touchdown passes against the San Francisco 49ers. It

was my sixth game in the pros and we had already lost to San Franciso earlier in the season. I

had started out playing a whole lot in the exhibition season, and I had a good first game

against Detroit. It was the beginning of a good year.I was not really intimidated by the new

competition. Coach Halas didn't generally think rookies were ready to play. He had a different

opinion of me, I reckon. Four-touchdown games don't come along very often.I caught three

touchdown passes from George Blanda and one from Ed Brown. I guess I caught one in every

quarter. The last one was in the final seconds of the ball game.When you're in a game like that,

you don't think about the game, or what you're doing at what time. At the end, when you're

trying to win the game, all you do is get in a hurry-up offense. When it's a close game and it's

going back and forth, you just do your job. The Bears threw the long passes to me. They would

throw short passes to Bill McColl and some others, but I usually had long passes. I was known

for that in college, too.I had some good years, but when I started slowing down, the Bears put

me on defense, in the secondary, for a year. I got hurt, severely spraining my ankle. If that

hadn't happened, I would have been good for two or three more years, I think.***Hill was only

30 when he retired in 1962. He said he probably enjoyed himself a little bit too much and could

have worked harder. He lives in retirement in Killen, Alabama, only about eight miles from the

school where he established his football reputation.The extraordinary receiver, who had three

seasons for the Bears where he averaged 23 yards per catch or more, still owns Chicago team

records more than 40 years after he retired. Hill recorded 19 100-yard receiving games in his

career.Hill is still remembered as a phenomenon in small-college football. When he played for

Florence State, it was a member of the NAIA. Although his statistics were not spectacular

(except for his yards-per-catch totals) since the school used a run-oriented offense, Hill's all-

around skills were appreciated.In 1986, homage was paid to Hill's career when the trophy

awarded each year to the best football player in NCAA Division II was named “The Harlon Hill

Award.” It is the Heisman Trophy of that division, and the administration of the award is handled

in Florence. Hill had already been elected to the Helms Athletic Foundation Hall of Fame,

received his undergraduate and masters degrees in education from North Alabama, and been

inducted into that school's Athletic Hall of Fame. But it's hard to match having your name and

career immortalized by a player-of-the-year award.“It is an honor,” Hill said. “I really didn't think

much about it at first. But it's gone on to become a real status thing. Everybody else [in other

divisions] had trophies for best players. People got to thinking about it, and they got to thinking

about me. They asked me would I care if they used my name. They said the NCAA sanctioned

it. I said to go ahead. It's grown into a real popular thing. It's well received.”Hill still follows his

old pro team from afar—even when the Bears have endured those trying losing seasons that

exasperate fans.“I follow them,” Hill said. “I get disgusted with them, but I follow them.”What



Harlon Hill hasn't done lately is make a pilgrimage to Chicago to see the Bears in person.“I

haven't been in very good health for the last five years,” Hill said. “But I've got a lot of good

memories of Chicago. I'm going to try and go one more time.”3RICKCASARESRick Casares

was a tough-guy fullback, the type of player coming out of the backfield who might hit the big

tacklers with his head and shoulder just as hard as they tried to hit him. He was a power back

who had no fear, a featured ball carrier before fullbacks were turned into nearly full-time

blockers.“I had the most carries every year for five years for our team,” Casares said. “These

days would be less fun. I wouldn't be a fullback today or I wouldn't make it. Maybe I would be a

tight end. I'd love to catch the ball in the secondary.”Ricardo Jose Casares was born July 4,

1931, in Tampa, Florida, and despite his adventures in Chicago, he is a Floridian through and

through. Casares attended Thomas Jefferson High School in Tampa, then attended the

University of Florida in Gainesville. After his retirement from football, Casares returned to the

Sunshine State, and he lives in Tampa today.As a high schooler in the same area, Casares

frequented the local beaches.“My boyhood was spent—like all of us here—on the beaches,”

Casares said. “Summer vacations we'd go to Clearwater. Clearwater Beach would be our

destination every weekend. The [Gulf] Coast has got the best beaches, I think.”Casares was a

star at Florida and made second team All-America his junior season. He was preparing for a

great senior year send-off and was selected for several preseason All-America teams. The

word was out on Casares, and he was sure to be a high NFL draft pick the next year. Only a

funny thing happened—before he could play out his senior year, Casares was drafted by the

U.S. Army instead.There is no draft these days, and even in the 1970s when the war in

Vietnam raged and a draft lottery was instituted, the United States did not interrupt college

educations by plucking individuals off campuses and turning them into soldiers. Casares was

two games into his senior season when the military call came. His selection came amidst a

period of controversy when it was said that athletes were receiving preferential

treatment.“When I got drafted, it was astonishing,” Casares said. “There really was a lot of

pressure. I felt like I was Shanghaied, but it was the greatest thing that ever happened to

me.”Casares could have been outraged, but examining his time in the service, he said the

experience was a good tune-up for professional football.“The Army really toughened me up,”

Casares said. “I got to play service ball, and we played against really fine teams at Quantico.

When the Bears drafted me, they had to wait a year for me to get out of the Army. In the Army, I

got bigger and faster and stronger. If I had gone straight through college to the pros, I don't

know if I would have been as successful. I made all-service when I was in the Army.”Casares

was 6 feet, 2 inches, and 226 pounds in his prime, and he was a second-round draft pick of the

Bears in 1954. He did not suit up until 1955, though; and by then, he was a 24-year-old man,

more hardened and full-grown than a just-finished-with-college kid. Given his military service,

Casares was an atypical rookie. Still, he was notAs a fullback with speed, power, and

toughness, Rick Casares was a star rusher and blocker in the 1950s, helping the Bears win the

1963 National Football League championship. © Brace Photosure how his coach, John “Paddy”

Driscoll, and team owner George Halas pictured using him. Did he fit into the backfield? Or

was he going to ride the pine?That season the Bears lost their first three games. Casares was

not an immediate starter. The fourth game on the schedule was against the Baltimore Colts for

a second time, and Chicago was desperate for a win. Later in his career, Casares would start

for the 1963 championship team, and he would rush for 190 yards in a game. But the game in

which he was transformed from virtual unknown to key player provokes particularly warm

feelings. The Bears got their win that day, and Casares jumpstarted his professional career in

what he considers to be possibly the most meaningful pro game of his life.October 16,



1955WRIGLEY FIELD CHICAGO BEARS 38 - BALTIMORE COLTS 10By Rick CasaresPicking

my favorite game is no contest—one sticks out to me during my rookie year. It's so dramatic

that it defies belief, but every word of it is true.I wasn't getting much playing time. I hadn't

carried the ball much at all. That particular game, I got put into the lineup with halfback Bobby

Watkins, another rookie, inside our 20-yard-line. I wasn't a starter. Halas just put me in, and not

because of an injury to someone. We were calling safe plays. The first carry Bobby Watkins did

a quick opener for about two yards. The next play Bobby got another three. We had a third

down and about five yards to go near our 20-yard line.Quarterback George Blanda called for

another handoff to Watkins, but as we broke the huddle, Watkins said, “Rick, I got banged on

the last play. I feel dizzy. Can you take this?” Our positions were pretty much interchangeable,

and I knew his assignment. I hadn't carried the ball barely at all, so I said, “Sure.” We were in a

split formation, so we just switched, and I took over his spot. The play called was a “toss,” a

pitch back.The ball was snapped, and Blanda was ready to toss the ball out. I could see in his

eyes that he was surprised looking over at me and thinking, “What the hell is he doing there?”

Fortunately, he went ahead and tossed it to me, and I went all of the way—81 yards—for a

touchdown. The play started on the left, and then I cut back. I cut back a couple more times

and wound up on the right side of the field.I was in the clear all of the way, and then the Colts

linebacker Bill Pellington came up and had a shot at me in the last 10 yards. I gave him a stiff-

arm and dove into the end zone. It was the longest run from scrimmage in the NFL that year,

and it made me the starting fullback. After that, they put the toss play in for the fullback,

too.That one play gave a push to my career. I had the best average per carry in the NFL (672

yards on 125 attempts for a 5.4 average). It was a big thing to establish myself. It was important

for me to realize that I could take the toss and that I had the speed. So many people think of

me as a bruising fullback, but every year I had a run for more than 50 yards for a touchdown.

That was great for me—I worked on my speed and got faster.Halas was a tough guy and a

tough guy to impress, definitely as a rookie. He was a firebrand and a helluva competitor. He

wasn't one to compliment you that much. I didn't realize until later when I saw the film that he

did come over to me after that run and congratulate me. I didn't remember because a bunch of

the guys were slapping me on the back when I came off the field. On the film, I saw that he

came over, and he evidently said something like, “Nice going, kid.”***Casares locked himself

into the lineup for the next 10 years of his 12-year NFL career, before finishing up by playing

with Washington and Miami for a year apiece. Casares' single most outstanding year

statistically was 1956, when he rushed for 1,126 yards, caught 23 passes, and scored 14

touchdowns. The Bears also advanced to the NFL championship game to meet the Giants

again—another memorable game in Casares' repertoire, even if it didn't produce the result the

Bears wanted.It was a game where history repeated itself, with the same two teams coping

with an icy field much as they had in 1934 in what came to be called “The Sneaker Game”.

Casares scored the Bears' only touchdown on a nine-yard run when the score was

20-0.December 30, 1956YANKEE STADIUM NEW YORK GIANTS 47 - CHICAGO BEARS 7By

Rick CasaresThis was a sneaker game, too. The day before the championship game they

made us practice on the sidelines at Yankee Stadium because the field was so soft they didn't

want us to tear it up. The temperature was in the '50s and '60s. It was mild. That was at one

o'clock in the afternoon. By four or five o'clock, the temperature started dropping, and it went

down to 10 degrees or so. It froze the field solid that night, and the next day they took the tarp

off that. We had on regular cleats, and when we came out to warm up, I was one of the first

guys to fall on my face.The field was frozen solid—just hard and slick. The story is that the

Giants' defensive end, Andy Robustelli, owned a sporting goods store, and they had sneakers



for the opening kickoff. They were ready. We kicked off to start the game, and the Giants

brought the kickoff back 52 yards. Our guys were just sliding all over the place. It looked like

they had on white tennis shoes. They had traction, and our guys were sliding by them. We

changed our cleats, but the grip was, well … we were barely able to manage it. We were

favored by three points, and they ruined it.The Giants often would win the east; and we would

win the west a lot—but we didn't win it as often as we should have. In 1957, we were picked by

everyone to win the world championship going away but we made some changes and we

finished next to last. In 1956 we had a great offensive team. I led the league in rushing, and Ed

Brown led in passing. We scored 363 points in a 12-game season. We led the league in total

offense, but the next year our offense changed a great deal. We tried to alternate quarterbacks,

but that never works.Zeke Bratkowski, a beautiful guy whom I love, came out of the Army and

instead of using Ed Brown—who had led the league the year before, who was a great field

general, and who had a lot to do with my success—Halas used Bratkowski. Ed Brown and I

had our plays and our program, and the quarterback had the choice of what plays to call. I can

count maybe five plays being sent in from the sideline at that time. We also had George

Blanda, who was one of the greatest. We had Blanda; and we had Brown, but Halas liked

Bratkowski. We were coming off the world championship and our reign only lasted one year.

We could have won again.
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